Abstract-We investigate the use of genetic algorithms to play Developers of computer players (game Al) for these games real-time computer strategy games. To overcome the knowledge tend to utilize finite state machines, rule-based systems, or acquisition bottleneck found in using traditional expert systems, other such knowledge intensive approaches. To develop truly scripts, or decision trees we use genetic algorithms to evolve competitive Opponents these computer players often cheat, game players. The spatial decision makers in our game players use influence maps as a basic building block from which they changing the nature of the game in their favor, in order to construct and evolve trees containing complex game playing defeat their human opponents [6] . These approaches work strategies. Information from influence map trees is combined well -at least until a human player learns their habits and with that from an A* pathfinder, and used by another genetic weaknesses -but require significant player and developer algorithm to solve the allocation problems present within many game decisions. As a first step towards evolving strategic players resources to create and tune to play competently. Development we develop this system in the context of a tactical game. Results of game Al therefore suffers from the knowledge acquisition show the co-evolution of coordinated attacking and defending bottleneck well known to Al researchers. strategies superior to their hand-coded counterparts. 
cisions, the alternative being a game such as a racing game which requires a high degree of skill. While varying greatly Fig. 1 . Earth 2160 -Reality Pump Studios in content and play, RTS games share common foundational decisions. Most of these decisions can be categorized as either resource allocation problems: how much money to I. INTRODUCTION sions within RTS games, and has evolved influence map trees use genetic algorithms to solve the allocation problems. An to make spatial reasoning decisions within RTS games [12] , objective zoner converts the influence maps into objectives [13] . In this paper, our players combine these two systems, for player units to carry out. Each objective is a task to be using genetic algorithms for allocation decisions and influence carried out at some point in space: attack here, defend this, or map trees for spatial reasoning. The spatial decision making move here. Meta-data is attached to each objective, describing system looks at the game world and decides to build a base what kinds of units would be best allocated. For example here, to put a wall up there, and to send a feigning attack over a "siege enemy city" objective requests long range artillery, there. An A* pathfinder looks at the feasibility of reaching while a feigning attack objective requests fast and disposable those objectives, noting that putting up a wall there would be troops. A genetic algorithm then allocates unit groups to great if there wasn't an enemy army in the way [14] . The these objectives, using the information available to solve the allocation system allocates available resources to objectives, underlying allocation problems. An A* pathfinder determines deciding that this unit group has the weaponry and is in the spatial costs involved in these allocations: objectives that position to lay siege to the city. These systems combine into are far away are more costly, as are objectives which require a game player, which is capable of carrying out coordinated traversing dangerous territory. The final allocation takes into strategies.
account how beneficial each objective is perceived to be, RTS games have, by design, a non-linear search space of po-how well the unit composition of the groups match the units tential strategies, with players making interesting and complex requested by the objective, and how readily those unit groups decisions which often have difficult to predict consequences can reach those objectives. The overall architecture is shown in later in the game. Using genetic algorithms we aim to explore Figure 2 . Our game players represent their spatial reasoning this unknown and non-linear search space.
strategy within influence maps, we describe these influence We represent our game playing strategies within the individ-maps in the assigned to each square based on some these players evolve their game-playing abilities. Results show function representing a spatial feature or concept. Influence this is effective, with players evolving coordinated game-maps evolved out of work done on spatial reasoning within playing strategies. We describe the spatial decision making the game of Go and have been used sporadically since then system, and how it ties into the path-finding and genetic in games such as Age of Empires [161, [11] . Influence maps algorithm allocation systems. We then detail the game within combine together to form spatial decision making strategies.
which we test the system, evolving players first against static The IM function could be a summation of the natural resources hand-coded opponents and later against another population present in that square, the distance to the closest enemy, or of co-evolving players. Results present an analysis of the the number of friendly units in the vicinity. Figure 3 is a system's performance, including the behaviors produced by visualization of an influence map, with the triangles in the evolution. Finally we discuss directions for the continuation game world increasing the values of squares within some of this research.
radius of their location. We create and combine Several IMs to form our spatial deci-II. REPRESENTATION -GAME PLAYER sion making system. For example create two influence maps, Each individual in the population represents a game-playing the first using an IM function which produces high values strategy. RTS games are primarily about making spatial rea-near vulnerable enemies, the second IM function producing soning and resource allocation decisions. We first use a com-high negative values near powerful enemies. Then combine bination of influence maps to do spatial reasoning, and later those two influence maps via a weighted sum. of the tree, 2) which IM functions to apply at each node, points in the IM resulting from the summation, are good places 3) which parameters to use in those functions, and 4) any to attack -places where you can strike vulnerable enemies processing to be done. With crossover and mutation operators while avoiding powerful ones. The next step is to analyze we can then evolve towards more effective spatial decision the resultant IM and translate it into orders which can be making strategies. This is in many ways similar to genetic assigned to units. We are looking for multiple points to assign programming as it involves the evolution of a tree structure, to multiple unit groups, so we use the system described in but taken in the context of spatial reasoning. Next, we explore Section V.
the effectiveness of this representation in the context of a naval The set of IM functions and their parameters can be applied combat game -Lagoon. to produce answers for any situation, encapsulating a decision ITT. THE GAME -LAGOON making strategy. Each IM conveys simple concepts: near, away, hide, attack; which combine together to form compliWe developed Lagoon, a Real-Time 3D naval combat simcated behavior -hide near neutral units until your enemy is ulation game. Figure 4 shows a screen-shot from the bridge of nearby then attack. A collection of influence maps, in the form one destroyer which is about to collide with another destroyer. of a tree as described in Sectionrefsection:IMTrees, represents The world is accurately modeled, and the game can be played a complete game-playing strategy, and in our work is encoded from either the helm of a single boat or as a real-time with the individuals of a genetic algorithms population. Each strategy game with players commanding fleets of boats. The individual encodes which IMs to use, their parameters, and complexities of the physics model are particularly demanding information on how to combine those influence maps -com-on the players, as the largest boats take several minutes to pactly representing a large variety of potential strategies. Pre-come to a stop. To deal with these and other complexities, vious work presented the idea of using a neural network which Lagoon has a hierarchical Al system which distributes the took every square from every IM as an input, and produced work. At the top level sits the strategic planning system being the squares of the final IM as output [17] . Our system has an developed by our group, this system allocates resources and advantage in its flexibility to evolve both the influence maps assigns objectives to the various groups of boats. Behavior and their combinations, and since the combination operators networks then carry out those orders for each individual are simple arithmetic operators instead of a black-box neural boat, following proper naval procedure within the complexities network, the system is more transparent and therefor easier to and constraints of the physics model. They then relay their analyze.
desired speeds and headings to a helmsman controller, which manipulates the various actuators and effectors on the boats -B. Influence Map Combinations rudders and rpm settings to the engines. We contain IMs within a tree structure instead of the traditional list [16] . Each tree represents a complete decision A. The Mission making strategy, and is encoded within an individual in a To test our players we created the mission shown in Figgenetic algorithm. Influence map trees are a generalization of ure 5. Two small cigarette boats -triangles at top, attempt to the traditional method of using a weighted sum on a list of attack an oil platform -pentagon, which is being guarded by influence maps [16] . Leaf nodes in the tree are regular IMs, a destroyer -hexagon. The cigarette boats are fast, maneuverusing functions to generate their values based on the game-able, and equipped with rocket propelled grenade launchers. The IMs calculate the value of their squares with IM decelerate and turn. The destroyer on the other hand is also functions based on which units are near those squares as quite fast, with a higher top speed than the attacking cigarette shown in Figure 3 . Units in the world add various circles boats, but it takes a significant period of time to change speeds of influence to each IM -increasing the values assigned to or turn. The six-inch gun on the destroyer has been disabled all squares around those units. The IM function must first for this mission, requiring it to rely upon machine gun banks determine which units it considers relevant, this is based on mounted on its sides. While the cigarette boats have slightly a parameter which we encode in the GA. It can be either more range, the destroyer has far more firepower.
friendly units, neutral units, or enemy units. The next issue, This mission was chosen as it was relatively simple, and and GA parameter, is how large of a circle to use, with the requires the players to understand the effectiveness of their IM either using the weapons radius of the unit the circle is units, with the possibility of evolving coordinated attacks. We around, or a large fixed radius. Next, the IM determines how also chose this mission because we could develop hand-coded much to increment values within the circle. Each unit has players for both sides easily. In many ways this is more of a an abstract power or strength rating associated with it, which tactical than a strategic mission in that there are few boats on gives a general idea how powerful that unit is in combat. The each side, and no "complex long term" decisions to make such IM can either use this strength rating, or it can use the value of as where to place a base. We think of this mission as an initial that unit. The next issue is how to distribute values within the test of our ability to evolve effective spatial decision making circle. In Figure 3 we increased the value of each square within strategies. Future work would be tested on missions involving a circle by one, regardless of its distance to the unit the circle large numbers of boats and more complex interactions.
is With these nodes we then constructed players for both sides, tuning and testing them over a few games.
V. OBJECTIVE ZONER population encodes an allocation table, listing which objective Processing the influence map produced by the influence each unit is assigned too. The fitness for each individual is a map tree into objectives is the job of the objective zoner. An summation of the benefit expected from allocating each unit objective is a task for a unit group to carry out at some point group to its objective. The benefit for allocating a group to an in space. The objective zoner should reduce the influence map objective is given by: 1) the expected benefit from the objective to a set of objectives representing its most important points, 2) how well that groups units match the units requested for including all the distinct peaks in the landscape without being the objective 3) how easily the unit group can reach that redundant. In Figure 2 the IMTree produces as output the objective. The expected benefit for an objective is the value objective IM, from which the objectives are parsed. The zoner from its location in the influence map. How well units match in response picks three key points, the two peaks on the left, those requested is based upon the composition of the group, and one of the points from the plateau on the right. The zoner and the meta-data assigned to those objectives as discussed determines the first two points correspond to attack actions, in SectionVII-.1. The penalties for risk incurred, and travel because the influence map which produced them was linked distance is the total cost associated with the route from unit to that behavior, while the third point and its corresponding to objective found by the A* pathfinder. Attacking an enemy IM was linked to a move behavior. This gives three objectives, city might yield tremendous benefit, but not for a group of attack those two points, or move to this point and distract the units without the appropriate weaponry, or for units occupied enemy.
on the far side of the map. Our objective zoner uses a simple algorithm to create the 1) Objective Meta-Data: To determine which units to alloobjectives. It To test this system we first develop hand-coded players for the A* router uses an influence map, the search space could both sides, tuning their behavior over a few games to test how be arbitrarily complicated, routing units so that they try to stay well the players work. Our hand-coded attacker work by using close to neutral units, or as far from land as possible.
an OR node on two child subtrees. The first subtree represents an attack behavior which takes the weighted sum of two nodes. VII. ALLOCATION 
GA
The first node has high values near vulnerable enemies, the AllocGA, a genetic algorithm, allocates units to objectives. second has large negative values near powerful enemies. This AllocGA is a non-generational GA which uses single point gives points near vulnerable enemies, but away from powerful crossover, bitwise mutation and roulette wheel selection. It ones The second subtree represents a distract behavior where determines its resources currently availabwle, and maps them the cigarette boat tries to stay just out of range of the destroyer, to appropriate objectives taking into account the information baiting it into following it and in the process abandoning the provided by the other systems. Each individual in AllocGA's oil platform. The distract child node has two children of its 1-4244-0464-9/06/$20.OO 2006 IEEE. own, the first representing a ring of points just outside the A. Encodinig destroyers range, and the second with high values away from
The GA packs all the parameters for each IM in the IMTree the oil platform To generate the ring of points outside the into a bit-string, with fixed point binary integer encoding for destroyers range it sums two influence maps -one with radius the enumerations and fixed point binary fraction encoding for equal to the destroyers weapon range but with negative points the real valued parameters and coefficients. and one with a slightly larger radius and positive points. This * * > * -* * * 1 r~~~~~B. Evaluation and Fitness gives a ring of positive points just outside of weapons range.
The second child of the distract behavior represents points To evaluate each individual we play them against an oppoaway from the oil platform, and by multiplying this with the nent and examine the results of the match. Fitness is calculated ring outside of weapons range we get points just outside of the as fitness = damagedone -damagereceived at the end of destroyers weapons range that are away from the oil-platform. the game, which makes it a zero-sum two player game. The defender counters this with a similar tree, once again X. RESULTS using an OR node on two subtrees. The first behavior puts Our hand-coded attacker had a basic attack-distract behavthe destroyer in-between any attackers and the oil platform, it ior, with one cigarette boat trying to distract and occupy the works by multiplying high values near valuable friendly units destroyer while the other went for the oil-platform. Our basic with high values near powerful enemies. The second behavior defender spent most of its effort chasing after the attackers, keeps the destroyer near the oil platform in the direction facing hoping to cut them off and broadside them with its machine the attackers if it has nothing else to do, it is a multiplication guns. Our hand-coded attackers were reasonably effectiveof high values in close proximity to the oil platform, with winning most of the missions, but often making mistakes. The high values in a very large are around the attacker. Both of attackers would easily occupy the destroyer while it chased these hand-coded IM trees worked reasonably well, with the them, but if it switched who it was chasing they would often attackers trying to out-maneuver the defender as it patrols try to cut across its field of fire. To improve this we first around the oil-platform.
evolved an attacker against our hand-coded defender. This We found our hand-coded attackers showed a reasonable gave better behavior, with the evolved attackers being more level of coordination, with one boat distracting while the flexible and reliable. We then evolved the defender, with other attacked. The defender was effective, staying near the the defender becoming a bit more robust in how it would oil platform until the cigarette boats approached. The GA first evolved our attacker, evaluating 1000 indilong reload time. Evolved attackers often switched places, viduals against our hand-coded defender. While we ran the with one distracting for the other while it reloaded. The system multiple times, we will discuss a single representative attackers also had a hard time getting from one side of the run which illustrates the results we consistently achieved. The destroyer to the other, often entering its field of fire and being attackers eventually discover a reasonably good attack-avoid destroyed. The defender was often fooled by the attackers as strategy, staying well away from the destroyer while trying to well, lured well away from the oil-platform it was trying to get close to the oil platform. Over the following evaluations protect. To improve upon both of these behaviors we turned to this evolves into an attack-distract strategy, where the attacks evolutionary techniques, allowing the GA to evolve IMTrees split their time occupying the destroyer and attacking the for controlling units in our game.
oil-platform. Unlike our hand-coded attacker they were not reluctant to switch roles, with one boat distracting for several IX. EVOLVING PLAYERS seconds then going back to the oil platform. This allows We evolved our players with a non-generational genetic them to attack the platform, and spend their long reloading algorithm (PlayerGA) with roulette wheel selection, one point time distracting the destroyer, limiting the amount of shots crossover and bitwise mutation. The influence map trees used they fired on the destroyer -who is more heavily armored. by the players are encoded within individuals of PlayerGA. They were also much more cautious about approaching the Crossover took place with 75% probability, and the bitwise destroyer, going well out of their way to avoid it. This avoiding mutation probability was chosen to give on average 2 bit the problem of our hand-coded attacker, whereby it would mutations per child. At this initial phase we were not evolving occasionally skim the destroyers firing range, taking heavy the structure of the tree, purely the parameters and coefficients fire. The evolved attacker proved frustrating to play against for each IM. PlayerGA uses the same structure as our hand-as an opponent, as it was very chaotic in its actions. While coded attackers and defenders. More complicated missions and psychologically effective it did make mistakes, but overall it strategies would likely require a more complex tree, but we represented a significant improvement from our hand-coded found this structure to be sufficient for our desired behavior, attacker. Figure 8 shows the minimum, maximum, and average fitness in the two populations over time. At first there is chaos, with both players B. Results: Evolving the Defender using random strategies. Effective attackers and defenders start to emerge however, with the attacker learning to go for the oil The evolved attackers were effective against the hand-coded platform and the defender learning to go for the attackers.
defender, coordinating an effective attack-distract strategy. We The attackers suffer for a few hundred generations, trying to next re-ran the genetic algorithm to evolve the defender to learn an attack-distract or an attack-avoid behavior. Eventually see if it could find a counter to the attackers strategy. The those start to emerge, and their fitness rises dramatically. This attack distract behavior capitalizes well on the advantage leads to improvements in the defenders Al, learning not to given to the attackers, making it difficult for the destroyer be lured away from the oil platform, and to keep its speed to effectively defend. The defenders evolved did surpass the up. Ultimately they develop the behaviors shown in Figure 9 quality of our own hand-coded defenders however, learning -the attacker develops a well rounded attack-distract-avoid how to trick the attackers into making mistakes. Figure 7 behavior, and the defender develops a diligent defensive beshows an exceptional defense, where the defender pushes havior. The attackers spends less time distracting than before, both attackers back by manipulating their constant switches in preferring to stay on the opposite side of the oil-platform and roles. While the evolved attacker and evolved defender were fight. One boat will occasionally lure the defender away, and effective, particularly against each other, they made obvious then return while the defender turns around. The attackers mistakes against human opponents. To improve our players also tend to stay far away, generally opposite sides as shown further we utilized co-evolution, aiming to generate ever more in Figure 9 , which makes them much more flexible than if robust players. they bunch up. 
